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A B S T R A C T

We report on the defects related room temperature ferromagnetic characteristics of Zn0.95–xMnxLi0.05O

(x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.08) thin films grown on glass substrates using reactive magnetron sputtering.

By increasing the Mn content, the films exhibited increases in the c-axis lattice constant, fundamental

band gap energy, coercive field and remanent magnetization. Comparison of the structural and magnetic

properties of the as-deposited and annealed films indicates that the hole carriers, together with defects

concentrations, play an important role in the ferromagnetic origin of Mn and Li co-doped ZnO thin films.

The ferromagnetism in films can be described by bound magnetic polaron models with respect to defect-

bound carriers.
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1. Introduction

There has been much interest in magnetic semiconductors
which exploit both the spin and the charge of the carriers, because
the combination of the two degrees of freedom promises new
functionality of memory, detector, and light emitting sources.
Possible spintronic devices are spin-valve transistors, spin-light
emitting diodes, and non-volatile storage and logic devices. A
spin-polarized carrier population can be locally introduced by
placing a ferromagnetic metal adjacent to a conventional
semiconductor [1]. However, this approach results in only a
small spin polarization [2]. An alternate approach is to form what
is called diluted magnetic semiconductors (DMS), by substituting
magnetic ions onto lattice sites of a semiconductor host [3].
Recently, it was suggested that a 100% spin-polarized carrier
population might be achievable in appropriate systems [4]. The
main challenge for practical application of the DMS materials is
the attainment of a Curie temperature (Tc) at or above room
temperature so as to be compatible with junction temperatures.
Among the studies of transition metal (TM)-doped conventional
III–V and II–VI semiconductors, TM-doped ZnO has become the
most extensively studied set of materials following the prediction
of Dietl et al. [5].
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Theoretical calculations considering the ferromagnetic corre-
lations mediated by holes originating from shallow acceptors in
the ensemble of the localized spins predicted that ZnMnO
materials (5 at.% Mn-doped p-type) would have a Tc above room
temperature [5]. A recent theoretical work proposed that the
ferromagnetic exchange could be mediated by shallow donor
electrons that form bound magnetic polarons (BMP), which
overlap to create a spin-split impurity band at the Fermi level [6].
However, the reported experimental results have been incon-
sistent and sometimes controversial [7–15]. Ferromagnetism was
recently observed in insulating [16], n-type [17], and p-type
ZnMnO [18]. Therefore, the origin of ferromagnetism in ZnMnO
films has not yet been clearly elucidated and more research is
needed to understand the underlying causes of the inconsistency.
Despite the controversy and discrepancy reported in ZnMnO
systems, more and more groups have observed high Tc ferro-
magnetism in p-type ZnMnO films and attributed the activation of
ferromagnetism to the holes introduced by the doping of
acceptors [8,19–21]. Li has been considered to be a promising
acceptor impurity for making p-type ZnO by the first principles
plane wave method [22] and Li-doped ZnO films have been
successfully fabricated by various deposition methods such as
simultaneous evaporation [23], metal organic chemical vapor
deposition [24], and reactive magnetron sputtering [25]. As far as
we know, there has been no report on the successful preparation
of p-type ZnMnO by Li doping.

In this paper, we report the fabrication of p-type Zn0.95�x

MnxLi0.05O films by co-sputter of Zn0.95Li0.05O ceramic and Mn
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Fig. 1. XRD patterns for Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O (x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.08) thin

films. Inset: Magnified pattern of the (0 0 2) diffraction peak.
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metal targets and demonstrate defects and holes concentration-
related bound magnetic polaron model for room temperature
ferromagnetism.

2. Experimental details

The ceramic targets of Zn0.95Li0.05O were synthesized by a solid
reaction from starting materials ZnO (99.99%) and Li2CO3 (99.99%).
The mixed powder was ball-milled for 24 h and preheated at
700 8C. Pellets were formed at 500 MPa pressure and sintered at
Fig. 2. AFM images for Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O (x = 0.00, 0.01, 0.03, 0
1050 8C for 3 h. The sputtering chamber was evacuated by a
molecular pump to a base pressure below 1 � 10�4 Pa. An RF
power of 150 W was used to sputter the Zn0.95Li0.05O target. The DC
power applied to the Mn target was set between 5 and 20 W for the
Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O (x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.08) films with
different Mn concentrations. The targets were pre-sputtered for
5 min before the actual deposition in order to remove contamina-
tion from the target surface. During sputtering, the glass substrate
temperature and substrate targets distance were set at 450 8C and
80 mm, respectively. Oxygen was introduced into the chamber as
the reactive gas and the chamber pressure was fixed at 2 � 10�2 Pa.
Rapid thermal annealing was carried out at temperatures of 400,
550, 700 8C for 30 s in a flowing oxygen atmosphere.

The films were structurally characterized in terms of X-ray
diffraction (XRD, D8ADVANCE) and atomic force microscopy (AFM,
SHIMADZUSPM-9500J3). An RM-1000 type Raman microspect-
rometer was used to clarify the local atomic arrangements of
samples. The excitation source was an Ar+ laser working at a
wavelength of 514.53 nm. Chemical bonding states and chemical
compositions of the films were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). The absorption plot was obtained by a UV–vis–
NIR spectrophotometer (VARIANCARY 5000). The magnetic
measurement was carried out using a Quantum Design Super-
conducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer.
The field cooling (FC) and zero field cooling (ZFC) M–T curves were
measured under magnetic field of 150 Oe.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the XRD u–2u scans for Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O films
doped with different Mn concentrations. All peak positions of the
.05 and 0.08) thin films with different Mn concentrations.
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films correspond to the standard diffraction pattern of wurtzite
hexagonal ZnO. The absence of extra peaks in these XRD patterns
suggests that the films are textured and also no precipitates or
large-sized clusters are present in these films. Initially, a slight shift
in the peaks to higher angles was observed at higher concentra-
tions of Mn ions with x values of 0.01 and 0.03, which indicates a
reduction in the lattice constant with Mn doping, which is
expected as smaller Mn ions (for example, Mn2+ and Li+ ionic radii
are 0.66 and 0.73 Å, respectively compared to 0.74 Å for Zn2+) are
incorporated into the Zn sites of the ZnO lattice. However, the XRD
peaks shift to lower angles with further increase x values to 0.05
and 0.08. This can be attributed to interstitial ions or defects
introduced by Mn doping. Also, XRD cannot detect really small size
precipitates, especially if they are less than 5% in volume.

AFM measurements showed drastic changes in the roughness of
the surface and grain size of the Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O films with
different Mn doping concentrations, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The
reduction in the crystallite size with increasing Mn concentration
agrees reasonably well with the estimates obtained from XRD data
shown in Fig. 1. Similar result has been reported for ZnO films
doped with Co by sol–gel method [26].

The chemical bonding states of the Mn 2p and Zn 2p in the
Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O and Zn0.87Mn0.08Li0.05O films were character-
ized by XPS measurement and shown in Fig. 3a and b,
respectively. The XPS spectra have been charge corrected to the
adventitious C 1 s peak at 284.2 eV. The binding energies of the Zn
2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2 states for Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O are located at
1021.9 and 640.6 eV, respectively. For the Zn0.95Mn0.05O thin
films, the binding energies of the Zn 2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2

states located at 1021.7 and 640. 4 eV have been published
previously [27]. The binding energies of Zn 2p3/2 and Mn 2p3/2

states for Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O increased, compared to those of the
Fig. 3. XPS, Raman, and absorption plots for the (Mn, Li) co-doped ZnO films. (a) Mn 2p

spectrum. (d) Absorption plots.
Zn0.95Mn0.05O film. Such an increase in binding energy results in a
decrease of the iconicity of the Zn. Therefore the difference
between the binding energies of the two samples can be ascribed
to the presence of Li ions, that is, the Li atoms have substituted the
Zn atoms in the lattice. From curve fitting, we find that there are
two peaks at 640.5 and 641.4 eV attributed to Mn2+ and Mn3+,
respectively. Thus we may reach the conclusion that Mn-based
binary and ternary oxide candidates have been produced on the
surface of Zn0.87Mn0.08Li0.05O films.

Fig. 3c shows the Raman spectrum of the Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O
(x = 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.08) thin films with different Mn
concentrations on Si (1 1 1) substrates. The strong Raman
scattering peaks at 439 and 578 cm�1 are attributed to the non-
polar optical phonon modes (Ehigh

2 ) and LO modes with A1

symmetry (A1(LO)), respectively [28]. According to group theory,
the Raman active modes in ZnO are A1 + E1 + 2E2 and [28], where A1

and E1 are polar and split into TO and LO phonons with different
frequencies. The peak at 439 cm�1 is the high frequency E2 mode
characteristic of the wurtzite structure, while The A1(LO) mode is
known to be related to the defects such as oxygen vacancy,
interstitial Zn in ZnO [29]. As a result, we think the appearance
of A1(LO) mode at 578 cm�1 can be attributed to interstitial
ions or defects introduced by Mn doping. Similar results have
been reported by implantation [30]. Therefore, the broadened
of the A1(LO) with increasing Mn concentrations indicating
obvious degradation in crystallization and increase in defects
concentration.

Optical absorption plots of the Mn-doped Zn0.95Li0.05O thin
films are shown in Fig. 3d, where the square of the transmitted
intensity is plotted as a function of photon energy. The spectra
clearly show that the band edge for all these films is in the range of
3.2–3.8 eV with band gap increasing for increasing Mn concentra-
curves with x values of 0.03 and 0.08. (b) Zn 2p with x values of 0.05. (c) Raman



Fig. 4. Room temperature M–H and M–T curves for Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O (x = 0.00,

0.01, 0.03, 0.05 and 0.08) thin films under a field of 1000 Oe parallel to the surface.
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tion. This consistent change of band gap with an increase in Mn
concentration suggests a uniform substitution of Mn for Zn ions in
the lattice [31].

Magnetic measurements on Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O films were
performed in the temperature range of 5–300 K using a SQUID
magnetometer. All the measurements were corrected for substrate
effects. The result of magnetization as a function of applied field at
300 K is shown in Fig. 4. All the samples show ferromagnetic
ordering at room temperature. The moment per Mn atom at 300 K
increased with increasing Mn concentration. The sample with x

values of 0.01 posses a net moment of 0.60mB/Mn atom, while
sample with x values of 0.03 has a moment of 0.72mB/Mn atom,
samples with x values of 0.05 has a moment of 0.76mB/Mn atom,
and sample with x value of 0.08 has a moment of 0.8mB/Mn atom.
The corresponding coercive fields (Hc) for above samples are 61, 39,
59, 80 Oe, respectively. The zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-
cooled (FC) magnetization curves are on the Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O
film, which are kept separated up to 300 K which indicates that the
Tc is well above room temperature. The peak on the ZFC curves at
about 150 K shows the possibility of amorphous clusters existing.

Fig. 5 shows the room temperature magnetization versus field
curves at room temperature for as-deposited and annealed
Fig. 5. Magnetization curves of the Zn0.92Mn0.03Li0.05O thin film annealed at various

temperatures. Inset: Enlarged portion of the plot near origin.
Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O films. The as-deposited film shows a saturation
magnetization value (MS) of over 0.8mB/Mn, whereas the annealed
films show a decrease in trend with increasing annealed
temperature. The carrier concentration is not much improved
after annealing and is in the order of 1016 cm�3, which suggests
that FM does not depend upon the presence of a significant carrier
concentration.

Resistivity and Hall effect measurements indicate that the
presence of Li ions in ZnMnO decreases the resistivity by three
orders from 103 Vcm for Zn0.95Mn0.05O to 18 Vcm for
Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O films. The glass substrates used here can
assure that the p-type conduction comes from the ZnO film rather
than the substrate. The corresponding holes concentrations are
1.48 � 1016, 2.36 � 1016, 4.40 � 1016, 3.62 � 1016 ions/cm2 for the
Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O films with x values of 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, and 0.08,
respectively. Although it is believed that the hole carriers are
provided by the substitution of Li+ ions for Zn2+ ions, the low hole
concentration of holes concentration suggests that significant
compensation of dopant and/or localization of holes occur in the
(Mn, Li) co-doped ZnO films.

This relative high resistivity and low holes concentrations of
the Zn0.95�xMnxLi0.05O films unambiguously rule out the possible
carrier mediated exchange, such as the Rudermann–Kittel–
Kasuga–Yosida (RKKY) which is based on the exchange coupling
between the magnetic ions and conduction band electrons.
Moreover, conventional super exchange interactions cannot
produce long-range magnetic order at concentrations of magnetic
cation of only a few percent, i.e., 4 at.% Mn-doped ZnO [31].

Bound magnetic polarons model for oxide semiconductors as a
function of doping and carrier density was predicted by Coey et al.
[6]. The general formula for the oxide is (A1�xMx)(O&d)n, where A
is a non-magnetic cation, M is a magnetic cation, & represents a
donor defects, and the occurrence of different magnetic phases is
determined by the polaron and cation percolation threshold dp

and xp, respectively. It is predicated that in oxide, ferromagnetism
occurs when d > dp and x < xp. The critical defect concentrations
for (N&) establishing percolation threshold for long range
ferromagnetism order can be estimated from r3(N&/NO), where
NO is the oxygen density for ZnO, and r is estimated to be
about 3.8 � 1018 cm�3. From the SQUID measurements shown in
Fig. 4, it is observed that the MS increases gradually with the
increase in Mn concentrations, which is due to the larger defect
density caused by Mn incorporation. For the as-deposited
Zn0.90Mn0.05Li0.05O films, the calculated defect concentration is
about 6 � 1017 cm�3, whereas for the 700 8C annealed films, the
value is calculated to be below 1016 cm�3. The presence of such a
large concentration of defects present in the as-deposited films
allows for long-range FM in accordance with the BMP model. The
coexistence of Mn3+ and Mn2+ may be also responsible for high
Curie-temperature ferromagnetism via a double-exchange
mechanism which couples magnetic ions in different charge
states by virtual hopping of electron from one ion to other through
interaction with p-orbital [32]. This fact has recently been
reported by Garcia et al. [33] and compared with the fact
regarding the La–Ca–Mn–O system in which ferromagnetism is
also due to the coexistence of Mn4+ and Mn3+ [34]. Double-
exchange has also been taken to explain the origin of room
temperature magnetism in thin (ZnO)1�x(MnO2)x films and ZnO/
MnO2 multilayers [35].

We propose that ferromagnetic exchange here in Zn0.95�x

MnxLi0.05O films is mediated by shallow acceptor holes that form
bound magnetic polarons, which overlap to create a spin-split
impurity band one possibility of the high Tc (above room
temperatures) may arise from the hybridization and charge
transfer from the acceptor impurity band to 3d states of Mn ions
near the Fermi level.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have grown single crystalline Zn0.95�x

MnxLi0.05O thin films using reactive magnetron sputtering
method. Room temperature ferromagnetism was observed in
these films. XPS, XRD and optical measurements showed the
presence of Mn ions in a tetrahedral crystal field and absence of
any secondary phase or nano-clusters. Through depositing of the
films with different Mn concentrations and annealing the films in
oxidation atmospheres, it has been demonstrated that FM is not
linked to conductivity and that defects plays a crucial role in
mediating the FM in (Li, Mn) co-doped ZnO. These results explain
why there is large variability in FM properties of films grown by
conventional vapor-deposition method at high temperature
since anion and cation defect concentrations depend strongly
on temperature, growth pressure and growth rate, which are
not easily reproduced from growth run to another. The absence
of a correlation between the magnetism and conductivity
support a bound polaron model for FM on (Mn, Li) co-doped
p-type ZnO films.
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